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Chapter is possible only after the bill lias twice been rejected
	1   or unacceptably amended in two sessions. In either
event the power of the Senate is minimal, for with
40 members against 148, and with the certainty that
eight of the forty will be governmental nominees, the
chance of the lower house being defeated is never very
large. The only case where the Senate has more weight
is when the issue is the Cape native franchise or the
equality of official languages, for then a two-thirds
majority of the total members of both houses is
requisite to pass a constitutional amendment.
There is no doubt that the Senate has proved of no
great importance. It was not intended to be more than
a house of review, and in that capacity it serves fairly
well. But it does not attract talent, and its most useful
work was done when immediately after the defeat of
General Smuts it was able to oppose obstacles for the
time in the way of such legislation as the measure which
ultimately was passed as the means of excluding by
law persons of colour from skilled employment at
governmental discretion. Since the change in its posi-
tion under the legislation of 1926 it has been more in
accord with the lower house.1 Plans to strengthen its
personnel as opposed to its powers have been mooted.
None has won any general acceptance.
(3) Of the non-federal houses Quebec preserves a
nominee house of 24, the members holding office for
life, and having the same qualifications in general as
in Canada. Its work is unobtrusive and it has escaped
serious attack or commendation. The .Newfoundland
1 For the avoidance of seeking its concurrence in ratification of the
Kellogg Pact, 1928, and the German treaty of that year, see Keith,
Joum. Comp. Leg, xi. 252, 253.

